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ABSTRACT

Full wave ICRF coupling calculations1 in,, two and three dimensions have
been extended to treat tokamaks with non-circular flux surfaces and conduct-
ing boundaries. The magnetic field configuration is derived from a Solovev
equilibrium2 with finite poloidal magnetic fields. The conducting boundary
may be of arbitrary shape. The mode conversion model is that of Colestock et
al.3 in which the fourth order finite temperature wave equation is reduced to
a second order equation which describes the effects of mode conversion on the
fast wave but neglects the detailed structure of the ion Bernstein wave. Results
show the effect of non-circular cross section on excitation, wave propagation,
and absorption in Doublet III-D and JET. Also, in the limit of circular cross
section, toroidal phasing of the resonant double loop antenna design for TFTR
is studied.

INTRODUCTION

High power ICRF experiments are already underway at JET and are
planned in the near future for TFTR and Doublet III-D. To provide reliable and
accurate estimates of wave fields and power deposition in these experiments,
we extend the full-wave solution of Maxwell's equations in Ref 1 to include
approximate warm plasma effects and non-circular magnetic cross-section with
conducting boundaries of arbitrary shape.

MODEL EQUATIONS

An approximate magnetic equilibrium of the Solovev type is assumed where

and the poloidal and axial flux functions are
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Since this equilibrium is independent of z, the wave electric field can be Fourier
decomposed as

k,

to allow a two-dimensional solution for Ek, (r, 6) from the vector wave equation

In the mode conversion mode) of P. L. Colestock et al,3 the plasma current
52a Je is represented with the warm plasma dielectric tensor

"• ~ £ "t" ̂ "'Xjfast C "'X.fast e ("J

where A;_L,fast is the fast wave root of the local dispersion relation for an infinite
uniform plasma with B — constant and &|| —* kz:

Det \nn - \n\2I+ T(0) +ik± 7W -k\ T(2)] = 0 (6)

Assuming Ez = 0 for w ~ O(flci) (zero electron mass limit), this :s 4th order
in k_L and quadratic in k\ . Equation (6) is solved locally at each point on
the (r,0) finite difference mesh. Then discarding the Bernstein wave root and
keeping A;j.,fast only, the wave equation is formally reduced to a 2nd order partial
differential equation describing the fast wave only:

- i ( V x V x E) + (T(0) +ik± 7{1) -*I T(2)) -E = --L (7)

K

Dotting this vector equation with the unit vectors t\ = V0/ |V0 | and «2 =
6 x ei, we obtain two equations for the two components of E perpendicular to
B. Local energy deposition is computed from

£} (8)
Because of the approximate model used, both mode converted and dissipated
energy appear in Eq (8) as power dissipation.



NUMERICAL RESULTS

Figure la shows density contours and the conducting wall for the non-
circular tokamak geometry of Doublet III-D. Elongation is 1.8 and the antenna
is 40 cm high and located on the low field side of the plasma. The dashed
line shows the second harmonic resonance in a pure hydrogen plasma with
/ = 55MH2. Keeping 80 toroidal modes (kzRr = "toroidal = —40 —» 40) to
represent an antenna half-width of 17.5 cm in the toroidal (z) direction, we find
contours of Re{Ex) and power absorbed at the antenna midplane as shown in
Fig (lb) and (lc) respectively. The temperature assumed was Te = Ti = 3keV.
Figure 2 shows the toroidal spectrum for this result. The solid curve shows the
unweighted two-dimensional results for power absorbed versus toroidal wave
number kz. The dashed curve shows the weighted contribution of each toroidal
mode in the Fourier sum which represents the antenna assumed in Fig 2. Similar
calculations have been done for JET with an elongation of 1.66 and a 6.8% He3

minority in D. The JET results show Alfven resonance4 (u;2 = AnV )̂ near the
high field edge and the associated rapid spatial increase in k±.

Resonant double loop antennas have been studied for the circular geometry
of TFTR with a 5% He3-T> mixture and ne = 1014cm"3, Te = Tt = lOkeV.
Figure 3 compares contours of Re(Ex) in the equatorial (r, z) plane for a double
loop antenna where the loops are in phase (Fig 3a) and out of phase (Fig 3b).
Note the more complete absorption and hence lower transmission in the out of
phase case. Higher transmission as in Fig 3a can lead to greater susceptibility
to cavity modes at low density due to reflections from the opposite wall.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Fig. 1. (a) Non-circular tokamak geometry:
Density contours (solid) and second harmonic resonance surface
(dashed) for hydrogen in Doublet III-D.

(b) Contours of constant Re(Ex) at antenna midplane.
(c) Contours of constant absorbed power at antenna midplane.

Fig. 2. Toroidal spectrum for antenna half-width of 17.5 cm in z:
Solid lines show unweighted two-dimensional power absorption versus
kz and dashed curves show weighted spectrum for the assumed antenna.

Fig. 3. Contours of constant Re(Ez) in equatorial plane for TFTR resonant
double loop antenna with loops in phase (a) and out of phase (b).



DISCLAIMER

This report was prepared as an account of work sponsored by an agency of the
United States Government. Neither the United States Government nor any agency
thereof, nor any of their employees, makes any warranty, express or implied, or
assumes any legal liability or responsibility for the accuracy, completeness, or use-
fulness of any information, apparatus, product, or process disclosed, or represents
that its use would not infringe privately owned rights. Reference herein to any spe-
cific commercial product, process, or service by trade name, trademark, manufac-
turer, or otherwise does not necessarily constitute or imply its endorsement, recom-
mendation, or favoring by the United States Government or any agency thereof.
The views and opinions of authors expressed herein do not necessarily state or
reflect those of the United States Government or any agency thereof.


